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Reservation System Jurisdictional Scan Report 

Part 1: Park Operations 

1. Please describe the check in/registration process. 
 

AB:  

• For campgrounds with staff, campers are required to check in. Staff will use the Administration 
side of our reservation system to verify the camper, print their permit, validate it and enter 
details about the # of people, type of unit, etc. These steps help us manage the busier 
campgrounds as well as collect additional data that we can use to guide future infrastructure 
projects and key operational decisions. If the camper requires a 2nd sleeping unit on the site, 
they pay for that at this time or log it if it is no-cost 2nd unit. If a camper shows up after the 
booth is closed, they are directed to check in with staff in the morning when the booth reopens. 
Check-in involves camper verification because bookings are non-transferable. 

o No-shows: If a camper doesn’t arrive by 2pm the day after their scheduled arrival, staff 
check the system for any notes (e.g. camper called into Contact Center to state late 
arrival), attempt to contact the camper and if no notes or luck contacting, they declare 
that reservation a No-Show and release the site for resale to other campers. Staff 
conduct compliance checks and update the system as well when possible. NOTE: This 
description is the ‘ideal’ but doesn’t not always occur due to a variety of operational 
items such as staffing levels, remote locations, etc.  

 
• For campgrounds without staff or limited staff, campers can book online in advance or upon 

arrival online or by calling into the contact centre (if any available sites). Advance bookings are 
instructed to print their permit before arriving and bring it with them to hang on their campsite 
post and vehicle dash.  

o Day of FCFS: New feature in 2020, which ONLY allows ‘day of’ bookings on select 
campsites. These day of bookings can me made using the reservation site by the user 
themselves, including paying online via credit card. This helps some locations to set 
aside a few sites for last minute arrivals while still reducing cash handling and staff 
resources. Since no advanced reservations can occur in these sites, it also allows staff to 
have a few sites set aside for any emergency needs (ie. other sites flooded, campground 
volunteers, etc). These campers are directed to be prepared to show their permit on 
their mobile device if asked as they would not be able to print before arriving. We have 
had a few issues with campers trying to occupy sites that are already booked. However, 
since our inventory is so limited and we have more demand than we can accommodate, 
these get reported very quickly by the campers themselves. Since each booking is date 
and site specific it is easy to resolve by looking in the reservation system. 

 
NS: 

• Full service campgrounds (with staff), clients check in with staff 
• Non full service campgrounds, proceed to campsite and there is an auto check-in 
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MIN, KS: 
• Campers go directly to their site and do not check-in with parks staff; key info is emailed to 

client several days before arrival 
 
VT, MA, OH, OR, WV, PA, NB, NL, NWT: 
• Guests check-in at a booth and staff issue hang-tag/permit to display; explain rules, adjusts 

occupancy 
• MA looking into a QR code check-in process to facilitate check-in with no human contact (but 

want to keep staff in a booth to answer questions) 
• OR/WV/PA: if booth is closed, clients go directly to site, staff go to sites upon arrival to check 

people in. 
• Check-in involves “updating the system”: system gets updated with info on whether people 

showed up, how many units, etc. 
• NL: Vehicle passes may not have been paid at the time of reservation and would be purchased 

during check-in. 
 
SK: 
• Campers with an annual pass and pre-purchased reservation go straight to their campsite and 

are auto-checked in 
• Campers without a reservation or with a reservation by no entry permit, need to check-in at the 

gate 
 

2. What is the client required to produce/display at campsite. 

AB, MN, VT, MA, OH, OR, WV, PA, SK, NL, NWT: 

• Must display a copy of their camping permit.1 
• YT: Due to covid, display booking confirmation letter 

KS 

• Permit display cards are placed by staff or camp hosts in advance of arrival. State park vehicle 
permit must be displayed in vehicle windshield. 

NB, NS 

• Printed reservation receipt 
 

3. How does your jurisdiction handle site reservations 

AB2, MM, VT, MA, OH, OR, KS, WV, PA, SK, NB, NL, NWT, NS  

• Reservations are available online and through a call centre. 
• Clients receive confirmation emails with cancellation/change policies, campground rules, and (in 

some cases, but not all camping permits) 
                                                           
1 Alberta provided sample reservation confirmation and reminder with attached .pdf permits. 
2 Alberta provided sample reservation emails. 
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• Most jurisdictions have reservations available up to the date of arrival 
 

MN 

• Reservations are required for all campsites.  

VT  

• Reservations can be made up to 11 months in advance. Same day reservations can only be made 
by the park. Cancellation after 2PM day prior to arrival forfeits 2 night stay; cancellations prior 
to 2PM day before arrival lose $8 reservation fee and incur a $10 cancellation fee.  

MA  

• There is a $4.50 non-refundable transaction charge for each reservation, which is paid by the 
camper. After purchase, clients receive an email with all relevant information pertaining to their 
reservation. Reservations must be in the name of the primary occupant, who is at least 18 years 
of age. A photo ID is required at check- in and must match the name on the reservation. 
Campsite occupancy is limited to four adults, or two adults and the children in their care. 
Campsites are limited to two tents, or one tent and one trailer or RV, and two vehicles 
maximum (including tow trailers) per site. Reservations with departure dates outside the 4-
month maximum window cannot be changed or cancelled until 18 days after the reservation 
was made. Cancellations and changes will incur a $10 fee. Day of arrival cancellations require a 
phone call to the campground and will result in the loss of one night's camping fee, plus the $10 
cancellation fee. Reserved campsites will be held until 8:00 am on the day after your scheduled 
arrival date. If we are not contacted, your reservation will be no-showed resulting in no refund. 

OH  

• We stopped doing walk-in registrations when we reopened in May of 2020 due to Covid related 
reasons. We has always been live with reservations so a customer can be at the park and call or 
book online for a same day reservation. Cabins and our other rentable units require at least a 
one day prior reservation. All customers are sent a confirmation receipt and details about the 
park/cancellation policies. 

OR  

• We currently support online (94%) and call center (6%) for reservations. And reservations must 
be made at least one day in advance. All sites not reserved one day in advance or more, become 
walkin sites that customer utilize the booth or envelope system to register for. We are exploring 
same day reservation which would move all participating parks to be reservation only. We are 
looking at this for several reasons: a. Staff time savings, b. reducing cash handling c. increased 
bookings d. customers are asking for it e. customer convenience. 

KS  

• In addition to online/call centre also offer in-person reservations, and walk-ups. A confirmation 
of the purchase is emailed or printed and given to the customer. Cancellations of cabins less 
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than 5 days prior to arrival is no refund (field staff can override depending on circumstances); 
less than 30 days prior to arrival is refund minus 1 night; cancellations more than 30 days out is 
full refund less transaction fee. Cancellations of campsites less than 3 days prior to arrival is no 
refund (field staff can override depending on circumstances); less than 15 days prior to arrival is 
refund minus 1 night; cancellations more than 14 days out is full refund less transaction fee. 

WV  

• Campers are required to have a reservation before they can occupy a campsite. They can make 
reservation online 24/7 or they can contact the park by phone or in person. If there is no staff 
on duty, and they don’t already have a reservation, there is internet service available at the 
campground for them to make an online reservation. Once the reservation is made the camper 
can proceed to the site. 

PA  

• We accept campsite reservations up to noon on the day of arrival via the web/call center. Then 
after noon on day of arrival, it’s all done through the park. Cabins/cottages/yurts/lodges/unique 
houses have to be made in advance 2 days out, or with park manager permission after we turn 
off reservations for the call center and web. I attached our cancellation policy that is being 
implemented this weekend. 

SK  

• In addition to advance reservation, clients can reserve upon arrival at the park.  

YT  

• Online reservation system (CAMIS) for 3 backcountry campsites (34 tent sites).The following 
situations require client to contact employee by phone to reserve - helicopter access, groups 4 
or more, commercial companies, request to book first night farther than 1 day hike in. Client 
receives confirmation letter with further instructions and link to mandatory online orientation 
video.  

NB  

• Guests receive an e-mailed confirmation letter - it's not a campsite permit. Reservations are 
possible up until arrival; though on the day of camping, most would check availability then wait 
until arrival and just get a permit to avoid the $10 reservation fee if there wasn't a big risk of 
sites not being available. Changes to reservations within 2hrs are done without charge, 
cancellations with an $8 cancellation fee but .full campsite refunds are possible until 36hrs prior 
to arrival. After that, one night will be forfeited and an $8 cancellation fee is applied. No shows, 
after 12pm following the day of arrival are charged the full cost of the reservation and the site is 
automatically released. We go out of our way to contact people before this happens though. 

NL  

• NL contracts out its service provision for a campsite reservation service which includes both 
online and call centre reservations. All camping fees are collected at the time of reservation 
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(except vehicle passes which are optional). Clients have to accept the Terms and Conditions as a 
part of the reservation process. Confirmation is emailed and client has a profile through which 
they can change or cancel. All interactions are sent out via email. 

NS 

• If a client travels to a park without a reservation, in a full serve they would visit the park office 
where a staff would create a permit for them. in a self registration park they would use the 
yellow phone (pre programmed phone that will dial the call centre when it is picked up). We did 
have a website address for parks that could be used as well but it was low usage however the 
website knew if you were at the park and you would not have to pay a reservation fee. Campers 
receive an emailed confirmation by default but they can request a paper copy as well. If you 
change your reservation you incur a $7 fee and also if you cancel your reservation. If you cancel 
before 1PM on the first day of the stay you are charged the $7 fee but you are not charged for 
one nights stay. If it is after 1PM, you will be charged for the nights stay but not charged $7 
 

4. What proportion of sites are reservable 

AB  

• We have approx. 70% of our campsites reservable across the system. We have tried various 
percentages but discovered that we make more revenue and sites are more consistently 
occupied when we are reservable. We do recommend to all campgrounds to hold back up to 5% 
(usually 2-3 sites total depending on the # of sites in their campground and if there are multiple 
campgrounds in the Park) of their inventory for management sites (ie. camper can’t fit into their 
site due to the trees and their slide out, site floods, camper wishes to move due to noise, etc). 

MN, VT, MA, OH, NS, PA, YT, NL, NS 

• All campsites at out parks are 100% reservable.  
• Most stated a small amount of management sites for park supervisors to use at their discretion 
• Many comments about better compliance compared to self-reg 
• KS has no call centre; since field offices field customer calls and get very busy, they opted to go 

100% reservable 
• NL found holding inventory for first-come; first served was not in our best interest. It lead to 

more problems than it resolved. We tell everyone that the only way to guarantee a campsite is 
through reservation. If you hold back inventory it just means your staff will constantly be on the 
phone checking to see what is left rather than clients seeing what is left on your website 
themselves. 

NWT  

• All of our parks can be reserved online except for 2 which are self-registration. We are able to 
capture revenue instantly and have at our fingertip information about our campers, ie. who 
visits our parks, how long etc. this helps to better improve the park experience. 
 

OR  
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• We are 80% reservable and non-reservable. Non-reservable is typically at our more primitive 
campgrounds and mostly is related to limited connectivity and availability of staff. 

WV  

• It varies from park to park depending on local history. That said, all parks are encouraged to 
have 100% of sites available for internet reservations. There was some hesitancy to put them all 
out there at first however the public understands how to make reservations and seems to prefer 
knowing what’s available and what they have. 

SK  

• 70 per cent 

NB  

• 95-100% of our sites are reservable depending on the park and historic needs to move campers 
around after arrival due to site maintenance, improper size of site to rv, etc etc. We started at 
95% for all parks when the system was introduced, which was a shock to some on the mgmt 
side. They've adapted though and are slowly opening up to 100% reservable. 
 

5. What services are available to special groups 

MN, VT, NL, NWT   

• Discounted entry/camping permits for school groups and non-profits 

OH  

• Essentially we advise them to get their group together and book on the booking window as each 
person can book five sites. 

KS  

• Each park may handle special groups a little bit differently, such as scout campouts, etc. There is 
a Group Camp permit in our system, but some choose to only charge for tents/campers with 
group sponsors, etc. This is left up to the individual park. Our system has a "special event" 
permit/reservation which has no SET fee assigned, but the park manager can determine a fee 
for the event based on the size and type of event. This fee is then manually entered. These 
permits would not be available online, but only through the field office. 

YT  

• Special user groups are required to obtain a Park Use Permit to mitigate and manage use levels 
and impacts. 

NB  

• A couple parks have group campgrounds that are pretty much exclusively for school/scout/guide 
groups. We also have a Group Hold function that anyone can use to get a block of sites for a 
special event - tour/wedding/reunion. It operates the same as a hotel block, with a 'reserve-by' 
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date, unique ID. The system does not automatically generate discounted fees though; if that's 
warranted, we do it manually. Functionality for discount codes would be appreciated and is 
under development, but I don't have a timeline for it. 

NWT  

• Commercial Tour Operators are required to obtain a Commercial Use Permit (as per the 
Territorial Parks Act/Regulations) to operate in our parks. 

AB  

• We have an inventory holds directive. Any special user group requests are logged, reviewed and 
either approved or denied by the Park manager and then forwarded to the Area Director for 
consideration and then to the Executive Director. We do not usually approve many hold 
requests as our inventory is in high demand and we do not have enough camping for our 
demand. We usually only approve requests for shoulder season or mid-week. School groups 
often utilize group camping areas mid-week, which can be accommodated quite easily on most 
Parks 

 

NS 

• We have group sites available at some parks for groups. We also do allow scouts etc to stay in 
the parks off season. We have provided free sites for learn to camp programs offered by a 
municipality. We do block sites for stargazers etc from time to time as it is a promoted activity. 
The public would book through the online reservation site or call centre or travel to the park. 
 

6. Any advice 

MN  

• We did a pilot project where several parks were chosen to move to 100% reservable and used 
that feedback to drive the decision to make all parks 100% reservable. Having customer 
feedback and support is helpful when answering questions about why we made the switch and 
responding to customer complaints. 

VT 

• We recently migrated from a 14-year old customized system to a COTS solution. Make sure your 
vendor thoroughly understands your operation, spell out everything in writing. 

OH, KS  

• Ask for other parks RFP’s to give you ideas on what to include, especially if you are writing one 
for the first time 

OR  
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• My experience has been the biggest issue is the Organizational Change Management. That has 
to be part of your project plan. Bringing the staff along ahead of the system and roll out will be 
crucial. If they are not onboard you will struggle mightily. 

WV  

• It will be pretty hectic for the first couple of months. Most fears do not materialize. We do 100% 
sites available online and take live reservations 24/7. We are very happy with the results of both 
of these and so are our campers. 

PA  

• We did a conversion with our reservation system contractor from one system to another in 
2015. Prior to that we had converted from paper to computerized in 1996 or so. If you can do 
baby steps (i.e. in 1996 we campsites first and then added on with backpacking sites, marina 
slips, boat rack storage, whitewater rafting launch tickets, Point of Sale). I had to convert 
everything in 2015 and that was like eating an elephant. Communicate well and have dedicated 
staff who you train up before as your field staff response team. Clean your data. Make sure 
you’re putting in good attribute data up front. We cleaned ours and noticed a reduction in 
complaints. Have a dictionary that staff can refer to of what the attribute means to you and you 
provider. 

SK  

• Success: incredibly dedicated and accountable provider who is managing the project as 
effectively as we are. Proficient project manager is holding all parties accountable. Lessons 
learned: procurement process and contract negotiation took longer than expected. 

YT  

• Due to the remote area of backcountry sites, visitor travel is often altered due to trail / weather 
conditions kill level or injuries. it is helpful to have a few extra tent sites available to clients to 
mitigate impacts from this use if the site is already full. This will also apply to our highway 
accessible sites if a reservation system is implemented. Due to remote roadways and the 
distances between sites, first come first serve sites will be beneficial. 

NB  

• Switching from 100% paper to 100% digital overnight was no issue at all - within 1-year gate 
attendant helpdesk questions went from "how do I...?" to really technical questions that 
occasionally resulted in software changes. Speed of campsite parameter (type, service level, site 
shade etc) changes is critical - it is ideal if these types of changes can be done at the park level 
and appear almost automatically. Changing site fees, reservability and similar attributes should 
probably require at least Park Manager or HO approval. Unique IDs and logins for each system 
user is critical to allow you to trace actions, mistakes, issues and training needs back to specific 
people. Integrated payment processing would be ideal - ours isn't and leaves opportunity for 
error in transposing card payments at the park level to the reservation system and vice versa. 
We've recently introduced tokens to online payments, which makes refunds and discounts a lot 
easier since we no longer require the original payment card to allow for processing. 
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NL  

• Our campsite reservation service is fully integrated with our payment gateway. The software 
calculates the fees and drives the charges to the pinpad without user input required. I strongly 
suggest you consider that as an option - it reduces possible input mistakes. I would reiterate 
making your campsite 100% reservable. It's easier for clients and staff. Let the software do what 
it is designed to do. We also have all of our sellable items loaded to the system on the park 
portals. All fees and revenue are then tracked by the service. There are many services out there 
but some are more complex to use - What is your staff capable/comfortable using? Some of the 
"platinum" solutions did everything but were too complicated to use. 

AB  

• We began our reservation system in 2009. The major downfall of our system is that any 
changes, additions or improvements have to be custom developed. This takes time and budget. 
Utilizing a vendor also allows other Parks’ systems to capitalize on any new functionality that 
other jurisdictions use. As well, vendors must keep their software and hardware up to date and 
ensure they are following the latest trends to keep clients. Alberta Parks must budget and plan 
for all upgrades. However, operating our own system, we retain 100% of our revenue and have 
complete control of our system. 

• Since campers can book up to 90 days in advance, the system automatically sends a reminder 
email 7 days before arrival. The emails for both confirmation and reminders contain any 
updated information on advisories as well as events/programs for that campground. These are 
pulled into the emails automatically using an API from our AlbertaParks.ca site. 

• The Public side of our reservation system can be used on any device (mobile, tablet, Mac, PC, 
etc). It was built using responsive design so automatically adjusts to any screen size 
 

NS 

• We are currently upgrading our reservation software. Keep a database of old reservation 
statistics and tables of such things as fees, campsite attributes and messaging 
(acknowledgement pages, reminder emails, confirmation emails) 

 



Jurisdiction Provider Business Scope COTS Custom $ Time to 
Implement 

Designed 
for 

Mobile? 
Overall Experience/Additional Notes 

NS Camis 5 Nightly camping permits, maps integrated. Staff can 
view, modify and create reservations and permits. 
Staff can run reports for administration of assets, 
confirmation of campers and financial analysis. 

√    N The vendor support has been great including our 
account manager. Our biggest issue is launch 
issues and crashes that have happened each of the 
past 3 years on opening day. 
 

NWT Outcrop The system offers just nightly camping permits for 
visitors. For Operators and other internal staff you 
can also book kitchen shelters, group camping sites 
and book in vehicle entrance permits (day use 
permits). You can view a map of each campground as 
well as filter preferences for each campground 
(powered/non powered, pull through, tent etc.) Data 
Management: occupancy reports, check in/check out 
reports (red for check out/green for check in), view 
people, provide coupons for stays, generate financial 
reports. 
 

 √ $200K to 
build, 
additional 
cost to run 
~ $60K 
(including 
fixes and 
support) 

  Has it's pros and cons. As our system is custom 
developed, any new vendors that come on board 
to maintain and operate our system they require 
training yearly. This training is done in house at the 
moment. We have been able over the years to 
continuously custom develop our system. Cons: we 
know that our system has its limitations and 
having a vendor with broad product knowledge is 
challenging. 

AB Sierra 
Systems/CGI 

Alberta Parks built out their own reservation solution 
in 2008 via an IT company, Sierra Systems. In 2018, all 
GOA IT contractors were awarded to CGI. We are 
currently working with CGI. 

 √   Y To manage your own reservation system using an 
IT contractor has both benefits and downfalls. It 
can result in more revenue control as well as 
product control. However, it also never provides 
you with automated system updates or 
improvements. It involves more staff knowledge 
and time. 

MN US eDirect – 
Recreation 
Dynamics 

Used eDirect’s system, but customized for retail 
operations √ √ See notes 1 year Y No app, but mobile friendly. 

Cost is based on transaction feeds per 
reservations/cancellations and a percentage of 
POS sales. 
We have a good relationship with our vendor and 
our relationship with them and the platform has 
been positive overall. 



VT Aspira One COTS with some custom modifications √ √ See notes 4 years N Cost is based on transaction feeds per 
reservations/cancellations and a percentage of 
POS sales. 
Aspira team works hard to provide options and 
solutions and strives for customer satisfaction. 
Service is better during implementation than after 
go live. 
 

NB Camis Currently, the public system only offers reservations 
and gift card sales. We are working to add day use / 
annual permits though. At the park level, we have 
access to a sales channel complete with inventory 
functions to all for all our camper store type sales. 
Some parks process all park revenues (meaning those 
not related to camping) through the system and this 
allows us to have a single reporting mechanism for 
the entire park which makes analysis and reporting 
much easier. We are required to charge a Tourism 
Levy at a single park, that function has been 
implemented seamlessly into the check-out process. 
Campsite photos and maps are critical to the ease 
and success of reservations - maintaining up-to-date 
photos and campsite parameters is very important, 
though can be a challenge for staff resources at the 
park level. The reservation and permit data is 
invaluable to our administration and marketing 
efforts. We implement our marketing through postal 
code analysis and being able to tie that to specific 
parks and campsite attributes has significantly 
increased our success 

√  See notes 9 years Y  There is/was zero cost to government for 
development, implementation and on-going 
updates for the system. Camis charges reservation, 
change and cancellation fees to end-users to 
recoup their costs. 

OH US eDirect Mainly off the shelf, some customizations for 
watercraft registrations √ √ See notes  Y Our bid was put out so the vendor gets a set 

amount based on total number of overnights, and 
a percentage of POS sales. They also bid on the 
reservation amount they charge the customer, 



which the vendor keeps. Good experience with 
vendor. 

OR Aspira We utilize it as a COTS but work closely with the 
vendor to push them to improve the solution. √   1 year Y Over the previous 10 years it has not been a 

positive relationship and we believe the company 
got lazy and complacent. During the last year we 
have been aggressively managing the contract and 
are seeing positive outcomes with several bug fixes 
and new features being delivered. But we were 
also contemplating and RFP so they were on best 
behavior. We have recently restructured our 
contract with them and have built in leverage to 
motivate positive performance on their part or we 
are able to exit the contract. Too early to tell if our 
restructure has made a lasting different or if we 
just had a honeymoon period with them. Had the 
pandemic not hit we would have gone through the 
RFP process and would be just starting the 
implementation process with the winner of the 
RFP. But the pandemic did hit so we pivoted to a 
contract restructure. 

KS Aspira One Lots of customization of business rules √ √ See notes 2 years Y Our system is paid by the transaction fees added 
to each transaction/permit/license. 
There is a mobile app. Field system also has LE app. 
Excellent system and very attentive/progressive 
vendor. 

WV CampLife by 
Campground 
Automation 

COTS with some customizations √ √ See notes 3.5 years Y We pay a percentage of all revenue that passes 
through. That includes Point of Sale revenue. We 
prefer the percentage of revenue model rather 
than transaction fees because it’s very easy to 
audit and manage The system is in the cloud and 
works on tablets and PCs. We use whatever 
connectivity we can find, telecom, cable, cellular, 
and for a last resort we use satellite. At this park 
we use satellite in the campground. There are two 



separate systems, one for us and one for the 
public. It is only available at the campground office 
and not distributed throughout the campground, 
however there is decent AT&T cellular service in 
the campground. We are satisfied with the vendor 
however will make changes next time. 

PA Aspira One  √  See notes.  Y Estimated $250K staff time to implement.We pay 
$4.50 per transaction made on the web, call 
center, or in the field.  

SK Aspira One Scope includes: Website reservations via list, map or 
calendar view Call centre & Help Desk services In-
park customer management system/reservation 
management Configurable rules database Venue 
manager and events module POS solution Facility 
rentals Reporting - scheduled or on demand Business 
Intelligence Product Shopping (vehicle entry 
permits/retail items) Permit reservations 

√   8 Months Y Offline mode for field management system. We 
have not launched yet, but service has been 
excellent to date. Project is slightly ahead of 
schedule and well under-budget. 

YT Camis Provides reservation of campsites, and the potential 
for stats. √ √   N Yukon Parks adopted a framework developed from 

another park which had very different needs to 
ours. This has created many issues in generating 
proper stats, difficulty adapting the linear route of 
the framework to the circular route of Tombstone 
which has multiple starting and ending locations. A 
customized product may be required for each type 
of product (ie highway vs backcountry/remote 
areas. For example backcountry campsites which 
operate in a park with specific group size 
limitations, maximum consecutive nights of stay, 
or reliance on booking multiple campgrounds on a 
multiday hike is VERY different from the 
requirements at a frontcountry highway accessible 
site, as the rules and management requirements 
will be different 



MA Aspira One  √ √  6 months Y There is a mobile app. Very positive experience: 
very attentive to our needs and getting tasks 
completed with urgency. With new contract, we 
were assigned Technical Account Manager in 
addition to our existing client services manager. 

NL  Originally we referred to the service as a campsite 
reservation service but now we are referring to it 
more as a Provincial Park operational service. It 
tracks all passes, sellable items, registers clients, 
checks them out, changes them, allows for 
reservations, tacks log-ins, reconciles financials, full 
audit trail and provides stats. 
Ours is a Software as a solution provided by an 
outside agency. The solution included everything we 
needed and we opted out of pieces that we didn't 
need. Our service is cloud based, real time updating, 
operates on Windows 10 and fully integrates with our 
Moneris pinpads. 

√  See notes 9 months Y We went with a Software as a solution contract. 
The vendor collects reservation services fees that it 
retains. Our service costs less than $6,000 per 
year. 
Our service is designed for computer only in park. 
A computer is required for the Moneris 
integration. The client facing portal for 
reservations is mobile and computer compatible. 
We have a great working relationship with the 
vendor. We have had some programming 
challenges over the years but they have all been 
resolved. Asking for changes once operating parks 
has been delayed but all in all we have a great 
working relationship with the vendor. 

 



Yukon Parks Reservation System Survey 

Purpose of the Survey: 

To identify how campground reservation systems and associated visitor services are delivered in 
other jurisdictions. To gain knowledge of reservation system functionality and operational 
systems that have led to successful campground and visitor management. 

We sincerely thank you for your time and effort in completing the survey! 

Instructions: 

• Please email completed surveys to:
Sharina Kennedy, Park Planner (sharina.kennedy@yukon.ca). Information and advice can 
also be provided over the phone (867.332.6411). 

• You may wish to type your answers into a word document, and then copy and paste your 
competed answers into the .pdf form.

• Please feel free to distribute this survey to anyone in your organization who is best 
positioned to answer these questions.

• There is no word limit, be as wordy or as concise as you like! Feel free to include links or 
additional documents as attachments as appropriate.

• We are asking for surveys to be completed by February 19th, 2021



Department of Environment

QUESTIONS RESPONSE

1.1 Please describe the check-in/registration experience upon 
arrival at a campground. For example, how are visitors 
able (or required) to interact with park staff to complete 
the check-in process?
(For example: Do they interact with an employee, register at a kiosk 
or go to their site directly?)

1.2 What is a client required to produce and/or display when 
at a campsite? 
(For example: hardcopy printed permit on a post or vehicle 
dashboard, digital permit on a mobile device, etc.) 

1.3 How does your jurisdiction handle site reservations? 
(Please describe any relevant detail such as the method of 
reservation (internet/phone), what clients receive after purchase 
(email, digital/mailed permit), any cancellation policies, etc.)

The following questions are to determine how your system is operated. 

PART 1: PARK OPERATIONS



1.4 Approximately what proportion of your campsites are 
reservable vs. first-come-first-served and please explain 
why that works for you.

1.5 What services are available to special user groups such as 
commercial tour operators, non-profits, school groups, etc.
(i.e. do they differ from those available to the public and how)

1.6 Is there any additional advice you would be willing to 
share regarding your organization's transition to adopting 
a new reservation system? 
(Such as any significant successes, challenges or lessons learned).



Department of Environment

QUESTIONS RESPONSE

2.1 What is the name and business/service scope of the 
solution?
(For example: Does it offer services such as purchase of annual or 
nightly camping permits, reservation of campsites, viewing of site 
maps or other online services? What significant data management 
and accessibility features does it provide to parks staff?)

2.2 Was the solution a commercial off-the shelf product, 
custom developed or a combination of both?  
(If possible, please provide details on what technologies are utilized 
by the solution.) 

2.3 What was the approximate cost to implement/purchase? 
And how long did it take from start to finish? 
(If possible, also note any significant ongoing licensing, 
maintenance or support costs.)

PART 2: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The following questions apply to the information management solution(s) in use by your organization.



2.4 Is your reservation system designed to be used from a 
phone or tablet as well as a computer? (If the solution 
provides mobile support, how are services delivered within areas of 
limited connectivity?)

2.5 What has been your overall experience with the product 
and/or vendor(s)? 
(Please describe any significant successes or challenges 
encountered.)
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